AbstractÐImage indexing, namely, the problem of retrieving content information from images in response to queries, is a key problem underlying the operations in image databases. In this paper we present a method of indexing for 3D object queries in a database of a class of images called technical line drawings. Indexing is achieved as a combination of query-specific region selection and object recognition. The selection phase isolates relevant images and the regions in these images that are likely to contain the queried object. This is done using text information in the query and a grouping mechanism that is guaranteed to isolate single-object containing regions for the class of technical line drawing images. The grouping mechanism is an adaptation of Waltz relaxation to an extended junction set derived by analyzing the physically plausible ways in which interpretation lines interact with object contours. Model-based object recognition then confirms the presence of the part at the selected location using geometrical description of the queried 3D object. Results are shown that indicate that query-specific selection is very effective for reducing the search during indexing while lowering the chance of false positives and negatives.
INTRODUCTION
I MAGE indexing, namely, the problem of retrieving content information from images in response to queries, is a key problem underlying the operations of searching, browsing and summarizing in image databases. In particular, it is an important problem in the on-line maintenance and management of large volumes of documents depicting text, graphics, and images. Current methods of retrieving such documents do so either based on their textual content [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] (for text documents), or based on text tags associated with images [5] , [2] . For example, a typical line drawing document such as the one shown in Fig. 1 can be retrieved using existing database management systems by annotating with keywords such as Feed Clutch, Feed Belt, Tube Shaft, Takeaway Idler Roll, and so forth. While this information is helpful in retrieving the graphical document as a whole, it can, however, be tedious to generate such descriptions manually and may not completely anticipate all possible queried objects. Even if such keywords could be automatically generated, say, by using optical character recognition methods for word detection, they would still not be sufficient, when the application requires queried graphical regions to be indicated within the document. Thus, in the image shown in Fig. 1 , even if the text query ªTakeaway clutch beltº could be located, it still does not give a good indication of the region containing this object without utilizing additional information in the graphical data. But is automatically indexing such regions in response to queries really necessary? It is, particularly, in the case of technical manual line drawing documents, that depict 3D (and 2D) machine part objects in configuration subassemblies of complex systems such as aeroplanes, submarines, and so forth. A large number of these line drawings still exist as legacy (paper) documents forming an integral part of the technical documentation for these systems. To enable repair and design of these complex systems, it has been found necessary to maintain them on-line in a database so that relevant drawings of subassemblies containing the queried machine part (a 3D object) needing repair can be quickly retrieved. Further, query-specific regions may need to be outlined for replacement with a new design. These operations require image indexing, i.e., a method for retrieving relevant regions from line drawing images in response to text or pictorial queries about objects depicted in the drawings.
In general, retrieving regions in images in response to a visual query is a difficult problem. Since a visual query usually depicts an object, retrieving the relevant image from the database involves region selection and recognition, both of which involve computationally intensive search when based entirely on image features. Unlike image databases, technical manual document databases have text and graphical information in addition to image, which can help reduce the computational burden, especially during document selection. The task of isolating queried-object containing regions within line drawing graphics, however, remains a difficult problem. This is because, such line drawings depict different types of lines besides object contours, such as lines that interpret objects, lines that interconnect or show containment relationships (see Fig. 2a for an illustration), and so forth, and the type of a line is not directly deducible from image features.
Not many approaches exist that address the issues of region selection and recognition in the indexing of technical line drawings. Previous work has focused on the recognition of dimensions and other primitives [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , extraction of text components within drawings [10] , scene analysis [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , interpretation [15] , [16] , CAD reconstruction [17] , [18] , object grouping [19] , and diagram understanding [20] . The only known work on indexing of line drawings [21] performed automatic indexing using manually presegmented graphical objects.
In this paper, we address the problem of indexing of technical line drawing document databases using all the available text, graphical and image information in the line drawings and the visual query. Specifically, we develop an indexing mechanism for retrieving regions containing a queried machine part in relevant line drawings of a technical line drawing database. The database contains certain salient representations of line drawings that help in query localization. The query for the database is a textual description of the machine part. Query processing involves retrieving a geometric description of the query object by indexing a geometric model database from the part name in user query. The part name in the query is also used to select relevant images of the database. To select relevant regions in images, a combination of text, graphical and geometric information is used to group graphical areas into single object containing regions. The localization of an object query (2D or 3D object) is then done using model-based recognition and the geometric description of the query. Fig. 2 illustrates indexing that is intended to be performed by our system. Given an object query such as the one in Fig. 2b with a textual (in italics) and a geometric description (shown by one of the views), and the database consisting of images such as the one shown in Fig. 2a , the task is to retrieve regions shown in Fig. 2c . As can be seen, the queried object has to be recognized in different poses. The rest of the paper describes the various modules of the image indexing system.
DATABASE CREATION
The database of line drawings consists of feature maps that represent some salient information derived from the individual line drawings. These representations are used in combination with information in the query during retrieval.
The technical manual documents we intend to model are those that depict line drawings of physical equipment or parts in configuration subassemblies of complex systems such as the one shown in Fig. 2a . Such line drawings are often annotated by text labels that indicate specific references to component parts in associated tables as shown in that figure. The objects depicted in the graphical data could be 2D patterns or 3D objects. The queried object need not be labeled in the graphical data and, if labeled, need not have the same annotating text label as in the text query. For domains where the object label is different from its query description (called an indirect text query), the association between the two is assumed to be made available through a reference table accompanying the graphical document, such as the one in Fig. 2a . This is done usually when the same object occurs in several subassemblies, and may need to be be annotated by different label numbers in each such subassembly drawing.
The images are assumed to be available in a high resolution scanned form (400 dpi). The preliminary processing involves thinning, followed by curve extraction. The curves are segmented at zero crossings of curvature to generate a unique line-approximation called curvature based approximation. Thus, the basic feature map stored per line drawing in the database records the information in the line drawing as a graph with nodes representing junctions in the drawing and the curves representing the edges of the graph.
Extraction of Graphical Areas Annotated by Text
From the line drawing graph, further representations are created to obtain the graphical areas pointed by annotating text. In particular, a set of initial candidate labeling lines are detected as follows. The candidate labeling lines are required to be either straight lines or curves consisting of at most one dominant line. They require one end of the curve to be open (i.e., not near any junction), and the other end of the curve to either 1) end in a junction, or 2) be open but have the curve pass through a gap near the end. The ending in a junction can be at an object boundary or on an object surface. In the former, they form T junctions, while in the latter, they form a T, X, É, or Y-shaped junction. A curve is said to pass through a gap (usually drawn to not overlap with object contour) if the join of the end points of two other curves intersects within the curve. To account for noise in imaging, curves that fall short of forming a junction within a few pixels are also allowed. Finally, we also admit lines that pass through several other objects before ending in the actual object being labeled. The potential lines thus obtained contain few false negatives. That is, most of the real labeling lines are captured in this step. However, there may be a number of false positives. This is illustrated in Fig. 4b which depicts the potential labeling lines detected in the curves shown in Fig. 4a .
A second representation of the line drawing created records word regions in the line drawing. Since we used a conventional OCR algorithm (we used Xerox's Textbridge 2 ), this could yield some false positives, such as some graphical entities being interpreted as text (e.g., a vertical line as an I or number one). Some erroneous word boxes could be discarded by using typical font height information. Even so, such a representation can highlight the regions of words that label parts reliably. This is seen in Fig. 4c for the line drawing in Fig. 4a . From the two representations described above, a new representation is created that records annotating labeling lines along with their associated annotating words. The pairing of annotating lines to annotating labels is done by forming a bipartite graph from the candidate labels and the candidate words, and finding the best pairing as a matching in the bipartite graph. A matching is chosen that pairs as many words with candidate labeling lines while minimizing the distance between paired labeling lines and words. The detected text in the retained word labels is recorded in an annotating word table along with its image location. Fig. 4d illustrates the retained associations between word labels and labeling lines obtained from the candidate labeling lines and word labels shown in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c. 
Regions Pointed by Annotating Words
To obtain the approximate regions pointed by the annotating words, connected components of curves are first obtained from the line drawing. The region to be associated with the annotating labeling lines is obtained as follows:
First, the connected region of curves that has an annotating labeling lines either intersecting or crossing a gap in a contour of the connected region is noted. Due to noise in line drawings, broken contours can sometimes cause such regions to be very small in extent with less features than would be needed for later query verification with a recognition system. In such cases, as many curve regions intercepted by extensions of the annotating line (in the existing direction) are recorded as needed to generate sufficient features for recognition (in our experiments we required it to have at least seven features). These connected curve regions collectively become the approximate regions pointed by the annotating labeling line. 
Handling Reference Tables
To handle applications that provide a reference [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , we used a simple table recognition algorithm that first detects words in the reference table using standard OCR software. It then parses them as words in rows and columns using the syntax of the table. Since the syntax is assumed to be a context free grammar, any standard parsing algorithm for such grammars can be used.
Data Model
As a result of the preprocessing in the database creation stage, each technical manual line drawing is stored in the database as a collection of the following representations: 
GROUPING SINGLE OBJECT-CONTAINING REGIONS
Since line drawings contain thousands of lines, isolating lines belonging to single objects is essential for recognizing queried objects in these drawings in any meaningful time frame. Simple methods of region isolation such as finding connected components of lines do not guarantee reliability.
As shown in Fig. 4e , such regions may contain contours of other objects besides the queried object, and in some worst cases could potentially span the entire line drawing. A method that interprets and distinguishes between these lines is, therefore, needed for reliable region isolation. While inferring that a set of curves in an edge-image come from a single object based on low-level information is, in general, difficult, it is made somewhat easier in technical drawings. In such drawings, lines are mainly of two types, namely, those that form contours of objects (henceforth, called object lines or o-lines), and lines that interpret these objects, such as lines that label or interconnect objects, lines that show inside-outside relationships, and so forth, (called interpre- Note that the connected regions could contain more than one object (part).
tation lines). Of the interpretation lines, since the lines that connect objects could cause two different objects to be grouped, we restrict attention to such lines and call them ªi-linesº. We now describe a method of distinguishing between object and interpretation lines. Single object-containing regions can then be found by grouping object lines. The main observation exploited in making the distinction is that object lines in their 2D projections will have a valid 3D interpretation as bounding surfaces of a 3D object while the interpretation lines have no such 3D interpretation. Specifically, we use the technique of line drawing interpretation for making the distinction. Line drawing interpretation was developed in early computer vision research primarily for scene interpretation for polyhedral objects [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [13] , [12] and later extended to handle curved objects [32] , [11] . Line labeling is a two-step process involving first the identification of line and junction labels for a chosen world and, then, a mechanism for propagating the labels to obtain a consistent interpretation. For example, in a trihedral object world, the lines on objects could be convex (symbolized with a ª+º label) when raised surfaces meet along the line, concave (symbolized by a ª-º label) when dipping surfaces meet along the line, boundary lines (symbolized with > and < with the occluding surface taken to be on the left of the symbol) when one of the surfaces is occluded [28] , [29] , [30] . All physically realizable labels for junctions formed from these lines are then derived by looking at the projections of an arbitrary object in the chosen world from an arbitrary viewpoint. For example, for trihedral objects with no cracks or shadows allowed, 18 junctions alone are possible (six Ls, five Ys, four Ts, and three arrow junctions) as shown in Fig. 3 . Since it is not obvious what label to assign to junctions (and thereby lines) in such images, scene interpretation is done by propagating the junction constraints through the lines using a relaxation algorithm, such as the Waltz range constriction method [13] . The line labeling techniques had gone out of popularity because inferring 3D shapes is sensitive to noise in imaging where junction identities can be changed or object contours can be broken. We use the line labeling technique, however, as a grouping mechanism. Thus, the goal is to get regions that are likely to come from single objects rather than inferring a unique 3D shape. Since this does not require complete object isolation, line labeling techniques can still be useful for such grouping.
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Fig. 5. The extending label set for trihedral objects connected by interpretation lines. The ªiº label is intended to capture interpretation lines meeting objects at vertices or object contours.
Distinguishing between o-Lines and i-Lines
Following the general technique of line labeling, we develop a method for distinguishing between o-lines and i-lines based on the following assumptions. The objects depicted in line drawing images are trihedral or trisurface curved objects (i.e., with at most three surfaces meeting at junctions). For such objects, object lines can either be labeled as convex (+), concave (-), or boundary (>, <) lines. Further, objects depicted are physically realizable and have finite thickness. They are also smooth surfaced so that no cracks, shadows or surface texture exist. Finally, noise is assumed to affect the number of lines forming a junction, but not their orientation. Thus, a T junction could turn into an L due to noise but not into a Y junction. Our observation has been that machine parts depicted in technical line drawings do, in most cases, conform to these assumptions. The effect of deviating from these assumptions is discussed in Section 5.
Extending the Trihedral Junction Set for i-Lines
To distinguish between object lines and i-lines, we introduce a new label called the ªi-labelº with the intention of assigning it to i-lines. Such an assignment cannot be done using unary constraints since object-lines and i-lines appear similar in a line drawing. Following the technique of line labeling, we therefore, examine the ways in which i-lines interact with object lines and derive the type of junctions possible. It is observed that the i-lines interconnect objects by intersecting either an object contour or surfaces of objects. Unless they intersect object contours at vertices (or junctions), they form T or X-shaped junctions. If they intersect an object contour at a vertex, they increase the degree of the vertex by at most two. Thus, an L junction may be turned into a Y, T, É, or K. Similarly, a Y junction can turn into a É or a Multi. The label possibilities for each junction type are derived by assigning i-labels to lines of junctions in all possible ways and seeing if the resulting junction label is physically realizable. This step prunes some junction labels, such as for example, no arrow labels have an i-label on one of the lines. Similarly, a Y with an ilabel on a line can have only boundary labels on the other two lines in the direction shown in Fig. 5 . The resulting junction labels for trihedral objects are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 . The additional labels for handling curved objects are described in Section 3.5.
Junction Label Assignment
Using the technique of line-labeling, a relaxation method is required to propagate junction constraints to derive a set of consistent junction labels. The relaxation algorithm we used is a modified version of Waltz filtering [13] whose description follows.
Terminology
A connected region in the drawing can be represented by an undirected graph q Y i with nodes representing junctions and edges i fuY vju P Y v P g, representing lines (obtained by approximating curves between junctions). The degree of a node u is denoted by hu, and the luY v denotes a label on an edge uY v. to have a consistent label, it should be the same when seen from either node u or v. That is, if luY v +, À, <, >, then lvY u +, À, >, <, respectively. Edge consistency is denoted by luY v lvY u. A junction label is an ordered tuple of edge labels, and is given by
where v I Y v P Y F F F v hu are the neighboring junctions that are incident on the node u. The incident nodes are represented by an ordered tuple
By denoting the xodesetu as an ordered tuple of nodes, a correspondence is automatically established between the lines forming the junction in the image and the lines in the junction label. The label assigned to an edge uY v in a junction label v j u is then denoted by l j uY v. The set of junction labels for a node u (called a junction label set) is given by u fv k ujv k uis juntion lelgX Q
Step I: Prefiltering of Lines
Although the junction labels have grown beyond the 18-junction original trihedral set (Fig. 3) , some prefiltering of ilines using unary constraints can keep the actual number of labels examined for a junction to be a small number. For example, some object lines can be easily distinguished from ilines using the simple unary constraint that i-lines end in non-L junctions. This simple constraint assigns the i-label to all real i-lines besides assigning such a label also to a number of object lines. For our method to work, however, it is important that all the real interpretation lines be marked as i-lines in the prefiltering process. The set of lines with i-label can be denoted by the set
Step II: Propagating Junction Labels A modified version of Waltz filtering is used [13] to assign and propagate junction constraints to obtain a consistent set of junction labels. The modification done here is an initial pruning of the junction label based on the prefiltered i-label line set s set . We begin by assigning the entire set of possible labels from the extended label set of Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for each junction u and denote by orig u. The first step is then to prune orig to remove those junction labels that have an ilabel on a line that is not in the s set . That is, the junction labels prior to Waltz filtering for each junction is init u orig u À Á init uY where
The basic constraint utilized in Waltz filtering is that for a consistent junction labeling, an edge connecting two junctions must have a consistent label. Using the terminology given above, and letting k u denote the junction label set of a node u at iteration k, the successive pruning of the junctions label sets is as follows:
where v P xodesetj. 4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until k j kÀI jY Vj P . The proof that the above iterations converge is available in [13] and can be derived from the fact that the size of the junctions label sets monotonically decreases with successive iterations.
Step III: Grouping Single Object Regions
The result of modified Waltz filtering described above, is to retain labels on lines (and, hence, junction labels) that satisfy pairwise consistency between junctions. In the absence of occlusions and noise, regions containing a single object can be obtained by discarding lines with i-labels and grouping a connected set of object lines. Such a grouping could yield regions containing multiple objects when occlusions are not characterized by T junctions. Under our assumptions, however, occlusions in line drawings are characterized by T junctions so that they can be handled by not propagating the junction constraints across shafts of T junctions. This actually causes some objects connected by interpretation lines ending in T junctions to be automatically disconnected.
An Example
We now illustrate Waltz filtering with a synthetic example. Fig. 7 shows a single object and the effect of Waltz filtering on the junctions labels obtained with the extended junction label set. Fig. 7b shows the initial junction label sets for each of the nodes in Fig. 7a . A consistent set of junction labels for each node is obtained after two iterations of Waltz filtering, as shown in Fig. 7c .
Reliability of the Grouping Mechanism
Under some conditions, we can show that the grouping mechanism is guaranteed to isolate single object containing regions. For the discussion to follow we restrict to trihedral objects being depicted in line drawings. The case of curved objects is discussed in Section 3.5. Since we assume that actual i-lines are assigned an i-label prior to modified Waltz filtering, this label will be retained after filtering if there exists a consistent labeling for all the objects in the connected regions. This, we know is possible, since in the ideal case, a real i-line joins two physically realizable trihedral objects. For such objects, we know that Waltz filtering with the basic trihedral set gives pairwise consistent labeling for all junctions on the objects. Now consider the junctions (called end junctions) at which the iline meets the two objects. Since the extended label set allows for all physically plausible ways in which i-lines meet at object contours or vertices, this implies at least one of the retained labels for each of the end junctions will remain unchanged causing the i-label for the real i-line to be retained when modified Waltz filtering is applied to this collection of lines. Since the lines with i-labels are removed for grouping, and since occlusions are handled a priori, this means that the regions obtained contain single objects.
Handling Curved Objects
Curved objects can also be labeled using techniques of line drawing interpretation [11] , [32] . The curve labeling problem, however, is tricky since a curve can have different labels along the length of the curve when the surfaces bordered by it change orientation smoothly. Existing methods of curve labeling either rederive the junction label set by analyzing the junctions formed by meeting curves, or approximate curves by a sequence of lines and use an extended version of the basic trihedral label set by allowing more labels for some junctions. In our approach, we adopt the latter method and use the curvature-based line approximation of curves described in Section 2. Specifically L junctions are introduced at maxima of curvature points within each zero-crossing segment 1 and two new junction labels are added to the extended label set for handling i-lines. These are: an L with a convex ª+º label on both lines, and an L with a concave ªÀº label on both lines. They were not present in the original trihedral set to exclude some impossible trihedral objects from being consistently labeled. Since we assume that the domain has only physically realizable objects, the addition of these labels does not affect the consistent labeling of junctions. Modified Waltz filtering is then done as described for the trihedral objects. If the curvature approximation yields a consistent labeling for the curved object whenever one exists, then we know that a distinction between object-lines and i-lines can be made even for curved objects using modified Waltz filtering. We now show that this is, in fact, true. Claim 1. If any line approximation to curves yields consistent labeling for the curved object, then so will the curvature-based approximation.
Proof. The proof is based on the following observations: This can be shown by induction on the length of the chain (i.e., on the number of L junctions in the chain).
. Base Clause: A consistent labeling of an L-chain of length two when replaced by a single L junction labeled with the end line labels is also consistent. This is seen in Fig. 8 , where all consistent combinations of two adjacent L junctions is reduced to a consistent single L junction. . Induction Hypothesis : Assume that an L-chain (i.e., a chain of L junctions) of length u À Iu ! P is compressible into a single L junction without making the labeling of an object inconsistent. Then so will an L-chain of length K. A consistent chain of length K can be decomposed into a chain of length KÀ1 and a single L junction by detaching the junction at one end. Since the KÀ1 chain can be replaced by a single L with a consistent label, this results in a chain of two L junctions. From the base clause, such a chain can be replaced by a single L junction without making the overall labeling inconsistent. Lemma 1. can be similarly proved for a chain of inverted-L junctions.
Proof. Returning to the proof of Claim 1, we can now show that if an arbitrary line segment approximation g I of a curve C gives a consistent labeling of the object, then so will the curvature-based approximation g P of that curve. Let g I and g P have M and N nodes (i.e., L-junctions), respectively. Then by observation 3, w ! x. A consistent labeling of the curve approximation g P can be obtained by making the following correspondence between the nodes of g P and the nodes of g I in attaching the labels to L-junctions in g P :
. The end points correspond.
. While maintaining the ordering along the curve,
junctions is the longest L-chain ending in either end points of the curve or an inverted-L (L) junction. Then by Lemma 1, the above operation yields a consistent labeling of the curve g P . t u
Handling Noise in Line Drawings
In analyzing the line drawings so far, we have considered a near-perfect vectorization. Although despeckle filtering can be used to reduce background scanning noise, noise can still affect both lines and junctions in the drawing image causing a change in the identity of a junction or resulting in broken contours. Since we use line drawing interpretation for purposes of grouping rather inferring a 3D shape, we believe the effect of noise is not drastic for the following reasons. Curve tracing in noisy data as well as smoothing curves by line-segment approximations, can change the identity of certain junctions while still maintaining the degree of the junction to be the same. In particular, those junctions that have two of the incident lines coincident, such as a T, É, X, or K, can be turned into a Y, or Multi, respectively. The conversion of a T junction to a Y junction can restrict the ability of the method to handle occlusions, which may affect the reliability of grouping. Affecting the reliability, however, means that a larger set of features will be explored during the recognition stage of indexing. A T junction turning into a Y can also cause an increase in the junction possibilities (since i-labels are allowed in Y junctions but not in T junctions in the extended label set). This can affect grouping, however, only if the initial assignment of i-labels to edges allow such junction labels to be retained in the sets init u. The cases of junctions of degree four can similarly be analyzed.
To handle change in type of junctions of the same degree, we make the classification of junctions less sensitive to curve tracing and line segment approximation errors, by detecting incident line coincidence within a threshold of 10 degrees. Another cause of junction identity change is broken contours. These can alter the degree of a junction. For example, a Y, arrow, or T junction can be turned into an L, causing even physically realizable objects to be inconsistently labeled. Since the extended label set for curved objects includes L junction labels derived from excluding a line from some of the junctions of degree three, such change in degree of junctions can be handled to a limited extent. Allowing for all possible ways in which junction identity changes occur during grouping is actually not computationally feasible, since the junction set could grow exponentially, leading to few constraints to be applicable during Waltz relaxation. Thus, broken contours affect the grouping process by preventing the junction constraints to be fully propagated. This can cause some object lines to retain i-labels even after modified Waltz filtering, thus causing a fragmentation of the object into several regions during grouping. The fragmentation, however, is proportional to the noise, and in most cases, gives at least one region containing a sufficient portion of the object to enable object recognition. More experiments justifying this observation are described in Section 5.
Grouping Results
In this section, we present some results on line drawing data to indicate the robustness of grouping in the presence of noise, and deviations from the assumptions made for grouping. Fig. 9 shows a line drawing image consisting of three objects. Here the desired object is ªbearing blockº from Fig. 2 . As can be seen from the figure, the objects depicted do not exactly obey the assumptions made for grouping (desired object has a hole). In addition, broken contours are present. The result of grouping and selection of the desired object is indicated in Fig. 9c . As can be seen, a sufficient portion of the object has been isolated even though some of the object lines have been removed during grouping either because of retaining an i-label or because they are not reachable from the starting contour. Fig. 9d shows the result of grouping for the same desired object in another line drawing. Again, a sufficient portion of the object contour has been isolated. Finally, Fig. 10a shows an object in which not all junctions conform to trihedral object assumptions. The result of grouping and object isolation starting from the annotating label is shown in Fig. 10c . Once again, the object lines lost are those that retained i-label after grouping or have an object line label but cannot be reached starting from the object contour. The set of lines that retained the i-label after filtering can be inferred from Fig. 10b which shows the edges with i-labels prior to Waltz filtering.
INDEXING
Using the data model described in Section 2 and the above grouping mechanism, we now turn to the problem of indexing for specific queries in line drawing databases.
Query Model
The query has a text and a geometric description. In fact, for ease of use, we allow only a text query to be entered by the user, and the geometric description is recovered by using the text to index into a model database. Although the geometric models are available as CAD models for most technical drawings, we chose to generate 3D models of our domain objects (part of a printer subassembly) starting from a set of 2D views and obtaining full correspondence between them using a semi-automatic procedure that is a variant of the technique described in [33] . It uses the epipolar-line constraint and a manually chosen corresponding point on a contour to complete the correspondence automatically for the remaining points on the contour. Knowing the correspondence between points in different views, the 3D coordinates and, hence, a 3D model could be constructed. Since we used a recognition method that was based on a set of 2D views, this was found unnecessary.
Indexing Modes
Depending on the information present in the query and the data in the line drawing, the indexing method works as follows. If the graphical data has parsed reference tables, then the indexing method searches these tables to determine the relevant documents. Otherwise, the annotating tables are searched for the text query. The link from the match in the table is used to obtain a region pointed by the annotating text corresponding to the query. A region likely to contain a single object is then isolated within these regions. If no geometric information is available, then these regions are the result of the indexing operation and are displayed. If geometric information is available, either in the query, or can be retrieved from a geometric database based on the query, then it is used to recognize the object in the selected regions. In that case, only those regions that contain a match with the geometric description of the queried object are given as the result of indexing. These operations are detailed below.
Relevant Document Selection
The text information in the query is used to index the associated annotating word tables (or reference tables) to select the relevant line drawings in the database. Text-based indexing uses a string matching algorithm that operates on the individual columns of the table and searches for an exact length matching string. The exact-length constraint is required for machine part drawings since the names of machine parts often have the same prefixes (e.g., ªDrive Beltº and ªDrive Belt Assemblyº). The string matching is a variant of ªagrepº search (a unix utility) that allows for a specified number of errors (two or three character mismatches). In addition, it allows for some common errors in character recognition by grouping such characters into confusion equivalence classes and allowing mismatches between elements belonging to the same confusion class.
Query-Specific Region Localization
When a match is found in the annotating word table (directly or through the reference table) the associated connected region pointed by the annotating word is retrieved. As mentioned before, such a connected region only approximately localizes a region containing the queried object. The grouping mechanism described in Section 3 is then used to isolate a single object-containing region within the above region. Such a region is taken to be the one that has a contour intersecting 2 with the annotating labeling curve in a junction. We now illustrate query-specific selection during indexing with an examples. Given a text query ªBearing Blockº and the line drawing of Fig. 2a , the reference table associated with the drawing was searched to detect the corresponding annotating text label to be ª13º. Using this to index the Fig. 11. (d) The result of indexing for query ªcounter-balance hingeº whose annotating part label in the drawing is ª4º.
2. Either actually ending in a junction with the annotating labeling line or being close (within a few pixels) to the annotating labeling line. associated annotating word table gives the set of connected regions shown in Fig. 4e . As can be seen, a region containing the queried object has been approximately localized at each occurrence of the queried object. Fig. 4f illustrates the result of grouping in the connected regions of Fig. 4e . As can be seen, a region containing only the queried part has been localized in all these cases. Fig. 11 shows another example of query-specific localization. Fig. 11a shows a line drawing image (shown by its curves) and Fig. 12a shows the associated reference table. Fig. 11b shows the associated set of annotating lines and words. Finally, Fig. 12b shows the isolated regions pointed by the annotating label corresponding to part ªCounter-balance Hingeº (that has label ª4º from the reference table).
Recognition of Queries in Selected Regions
So far, no geometric information about the specific queried object was used in indexing. Although text and graphical information are effective in reducing the area of the image to be searched, object recognition is still required for ultimate verification. This was done using a 3D from 2D recognition system. Specifically, the linear combination of views method of recognition was used [34] . This requires four sets of matching features between a geometric model of the queried object and the image region to determine the pose of model in the image. Using the geometric model of the query (constructed as described in Section 5.1, Corner features were extracted and used as matching features for alignment with the corresponding corner features extracted from the selected image region. Although the alignment was done using only the features from the grouped region, the verification was done using the entire connected component region. At least five pairs of matching features are required for good pose solution. The search for matching features was done using an interpretation tree as described in [35] . A bound on the allowed variation in the angle of the corner was used as a unary constraint, while the orientation of the corner bisectors was used as a binary constraint in the interpretation tree search. The pose was verified using a Hausdorff distance-based metric. Unlike other methods that use the Hausdorff distance, the verification algorithm merely checks to see if it exceeds a chosen verification threshold, thus enabling fast verification. The object was verified when a suitable pose could be found so that the model contours projected using the computed pose matched to the image region contours. If a match is found, then the region of match with the projected model is given as the result of indexing.
INDEXING PERFORMANCE
We now describe our experiments on using the indexing system for the specific domain of the technical manuals for Xerox Sienna (two-color) printer. As shown in Fig. 2a , the manual pages of this printer depict line drawing graphics of machine part subassemblies and a reference table that links the part name, its number and its label in the line drawing (The reference table region and the graphic region in documents were manually segmented). The indexing system was tested on a database of 400 Xerox printer manuals drawings scanned at a resolution of 400dpi (giving raster images of size about 3,000 x 4,000). Thirty models of machine parts were constructed and represented in a part database (also called model database) as a set of corresponding points in three views. Hardcopies of the views of some of the machine parts were provided to us by the engineers that created the technical manual, while others were manually generated by cropping regions from the line drawings depicting different views of the same part and constructing a model from corresponding points as described in Section 4.1. Some of the parts used for testing are shown in Table 2 . Most of the objects queried had multiple occurrences in the line drawings as seen in Fig. 4e . All the queried objects we considered were annotated by text in the line drawings.
The performance of the indexing mechanism was evaluated using two criteria, namely, the speed of indexing, and the correct and false selections made during indexing.
Speed of Indexing
We evaluate the speed of indexing in terms of the speed of query-specific selection and recognition. The major computation during the selection stage is in modified Waltz filtering during grouping, which takes a few milliseconds. 3 The speed of recognition was evaluated by the actual The mismatch between columns 2 and 3 are either due to an error in indexing reference table associate with the drawing images or an error in the recognition of label word.
3. The grouping could also be done during databse creation for faster indexing.
number of matches explored during recognition. These results are summarized in Table 1 . This table highlights the role played by query-specific region selection in improving the speed of recognition. Some of the machine parts for which the recognition statistics are produced are those described in Table 2 . The number of features (corner features) used in the model description are shown in column 2. The total number of features in the relevant line drawings that contained the respective machine parts are shown in column 3, and are indicative of the feature complexity of these drawings. If no query-specific selection was performed by combining text annotation and grouping, all these features would have to be searched for recognizing the query object. In contrast, column 4 depicts the average number of corner features in the isolated regions and indicates the drastic reduction. The averaging is done to account for multiple occurrences of the same object in the drawing. column 5 lists the number of matches that would have been explored in the absence of grouping. The formula
where C is the choose operator and M, N are the number of features on the object and the image, respectively, was used to obtain the search estimates. Finally, column 6 lists the number of matches actually explored by the indexing system for recognizing the object in the selected regions. Random orderings of the pairs of matching features in the model and the selected regions were considered and the average number of matches that needed to be tried before successful verification by the recognition system are recorded in that column. From this, we can conclude that the combined use of text, graphical and geometric information for selecting potential candidate regions can considerably enhance the speed of indexing.
False Positives and Negatives
Another way to judge the performance of indexing is the accuracy of the system in retrieving regions corresponding to queried objects. Since the indexing system combines several types of processing including text, graphical and geometric analysis of line drawings, each of these stages can be potential sources of error in indexing. Such errors could result in false negative or false positive selections. A false negative in indexing occurs when it fails to identify the relevant images containing the query, or the correct locations containing the query in the selected images of the database. A case where this happens can be seen in Fig. 11b where the annotating label five shown in the line drawing of Fig. 11a is undetected, causing the object pointed by it to go undetected as well. A false positive in indexing could also happen when the query is indicated at an incorrect location. The sources of error that contribute to false negative or false positive selections are now analyzed.
OCR Errors
OCR errors can affect the interpretation of words in the scanned reference tables as well as the detection of annotating word regions. Such errors can fail to locate the relevant line drawing or fail to indicate the part or indicate the part at the wrong location! Some of these errors can be counteracted in the recognition stage of indexing when it fails to verify the part at the indicated location. Since we used available OCR software, we had little control over the prevention of character recognition errors. However, as described in Section 4.3, the table parsing algorithm tried to account for some of these errors using the ªagrepº utility for approximately searching query names and using confusion equivalent classes to allow more conservative matches. As a result, the number of such false negative selections in indexing were reduced. The improvement due to OCR error correction is indicated in Table 2 . column 1 of this table lists the names of the queried parts that were used to index the reference tables of the line drawings of the database. The actual number of line drawings containing the query part (manually verified) is listed in column 2. In column 3, the number of images that are selected based on correction of OCR errors in the reference table are listed. Here, the mismatch between the corresponding numbers in column 2 and in column 3 is attributed to either missing the relevant image altogether (table indexing error), or pointing the object at the wrong location (annotation label error in reference table or within line drawing).
Error in Annotation Line Detection
Annotating labeling lines that do not satisfy the detection conditions mentioned in Section 2.1 may go undetected during labeling line preprocessing. Further, the association of annotating labeling lines to annotating words could fail, causing the object pointed by the concerned labeling line to be unreachable. Since we used a very conservative labeling line detection method, annotating labeling lines rarely go undetected. In fact, we recorded only 40 occurrences of such misses from about 1,150 annotations in line drawings in our database.
False Selection During Grouping
We evaluate the role played by grouping in causing false negative selections by noting the number of times a region with features fewer than required for reliable recognition (less than seven) was obtained during grouping. The results are indicated in Table 3 . In generating the results for each query model, we manually fed a large enough connected region pointed by the respective annotating label to the grouping mechanism. In this way, the previous errors Here noisy data refers to broken contours preventing junction constraint propagation. The objects shown are the same used in Table 1 and in  Table 2 . The last column indicates the number of query occurrences that failed to be detected because of grouping errors.
(OCR, annotation line detection, approximate localization) were discounted and the effect of grouping alone could be measured. The line drawings as well as the models used had instances of broken contours and junction identity errors. The models used for the experiments are indicated in column 1 of Table 3 . Their number of features is recorded in column 2 (the models with more than seven features were retained for this experiment). In column 3, the total number of occurrences of the query in the images of the database are recorded. In column 4, we record the number of times the regions given by grouping did not contain the required number of features. From this we conclude that the grouping mechanism is robust in generating a sufficient portion of the query object to initiate recognition.
Recognition Errors
In the final stage of indexing, recognition by geometric feature matching can generate a false negative if the computed pose fails to be verified. It can also generate a false positive, especially in combination with OCR errors if object is incorrectly verified at the incorrect location given by the selection mechanism. Since we used a conventional recognition system, we have focused on analyzing the errors in indexing that can be attributed to query-specific selection. We obtain statistics on the overall chance of false positives and negatives during indexing due to errors in selection, as follows. For each object i, we counted the number of occurrences of the object in the database x i . We also counted the total number of annotated objects depicted in the database x (some of these numbers we have already indicated in Table 2 and Table 3 for chosen queries). The ratio of the number of correct selections to x i was recorded for each indexed object. Similarly, the ratio of the number of false selections to x was recorded for each object tested. Histograms of these ratios were plotted using all the tested objects as shown in Fig. 13 . These histograms were taken as an approximation to the probability of correct detection and false selections, respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 13 , we concluded that the probability of correct selection is high while the probability of false selections is low using this method of image indexing.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have described a method of image indexing for 3D graphical object queries in a database of technical line drawings. Indexing is done as a combination of query-specific region selection and recognition. The text information in the query was used for fast approximate region localization. Grouping was then performed to isolate regions containing the queried object. It was shown that such a grouping is effective in reducing the search during indexing while still maintaining low false positives and negatives.
In conclusion, the approach we have taken indicates that the design of an image indexing mechanism encompasses the design of the entire image database system. That is, indexing is dependent on the information extracted from the data at database creation, data organization in the database, as well as the nature of the query. It remains to be seen if such a design methodology can be of use in other application domains. 
